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We are pleased to announce Ai Weiwei’s second solo exhibition at the gallery, opening September 17 and on view through 
November 1. 

For Framed, Ai Weiwei has created a presentation for the gallery’s space that is as minimalistic as it is rich in content. The 
exhibition’s point of departure is the artist’s multi-part work Frames (2013), comprised of 44 picture frames made from Huali 
wood. This rare rosewood was used during the Ming (1368-1644) and Qing (1644-1911) dynasties in the construction of 
Beijing’s finest furniture and imperial temples. A complex wood joining technique was developed at the same time - one that 
Ai Weiwei draws on and adopts with the structure of Frames in an homage to his home country. Hung side-by-side, the 
works stretch throughout the gallery space, framing segments of the white walls. At first glance, many of the frames seem 
identical. However, each piece is indeed unique, differentiated by its elaborately detailed profile. Through a complex transfer 
process, Ai Weiwei translates the border of China piece by piece into the texture and design of the frames’ surfaces, 
creating an abstracted cartographic survey of the nation. In removing the original function of the wooden frames, the artist 
refocuses the viewer’s gaze on the sculptural qualities of the objects, using Chinese geography as a means of telling the 
country’s narratives and furthering his ongoing engagement with the historical and contemporary realities of his homeland.  

In the context of Frames, Ai Weiwei has installed the works entitled Ceiling Lamp with Stars (2014) as well as four works 
from the series Lantern (2014), all created with marble mined from a former imperial quarry. Ceiling Lamp with Stars, based 
on the light fixtures in Beijing’s Great Hall of the People, is adorned with the five-pointed star that serves as China’s national 
symbol. On the Chinese flag, this star motif is repeated five times, representing the communist party and the four societal 
classes - the worker, the farmer, the petit bourgeois, and the bourgeoisie. For Lanterns, Ai Weiwei has created precise 
marble replicas of the lanterns that hang below the seventeen surveillance cameras installed by the state around his 
studio’s grounds. Omnipresent in Chinese culture, the red lanterns on which these works are based hang in homes and the 
streets during Chinese holidays to symbolize luck and happiness. These marble copies hint at monuments to a lost time - 
one that has given way to the paradigm shift that China has undergone over the past decades.  

With his porcelain sculpture Wave Plate (2014), crafted by one of the Jingdezhen region’s oldest porcelain manufactures, 
the artist continues the series of works The Wave that he began in 2005. Its grey-green celadon finish, developed in China 
during the ninth century, recalls the luminous aesthetic qualities of jade. Ai Weiwei designed the bowl based on a wave 
motif that winds around the work, culminating in a vortex. Placed upon a pedestal in the middle of the adjacent gallery 
space, the work takes on the presence of an antique vessel, drawing further attention to the wave motif’s allegorical 
properties.  

In recent years, Ai Weiwei’s work has been the subject of multiple international comprehensive retrospectives. Among these 
have been exhibitions at institutions such as the Hirshhorn Museum in Washington D.C., the Art Gallery of Ontario in 
Toronto, and the Pérez Art Museum in Miami, as well as his most recent presentations at the Brooklyn Museum in New 
York, and the Martin-Gropius-Bau in Berlin. On September 27, the former prison on Alcatraz in San Francisco will open the 
solo exhibition @large Ai Weiwei on Alcatraz and will be on view until April 26, 2015. Ai Weiwei will also present two solo 
exhibitions opening in October at Oxfordshire’s Blenheim Palace (October 1 - December 1, 2014) and at La Virreina Centre 
de la Imatge in Barcelona (October 28, 2014 - February 15, 2015). 

For further information as well as visual material, please contact Jan Salewski at the gallery, Tel. +49 30 288 722 77, 
mail@neugerriemschneider.com. 
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